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Forw ard-

Looking

Statem ents

This presentation includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These statements include but are
not limited to our plans, objectives, expectations, intentions and other

statements that contain words such as “expects,” “contemplates,” “anticipates,”
“plans,” “intends,” “believes” and variations of such words or similar expressions
that predict or indicate future events or trends, or that do not relate to historical
matters. These statements are based on our current beliefs or expectations

and are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and changes in
circumstances, many of which are bey ond our control.

There can be no assurance that our beliefs or expectations will be achieved.

Actual results may differ materially from our beliefs or expectations due to
economic, business, competitive, market, regulatory and other factors. A full
discussion of our operations and financial conditions, as well as risk factors that
may affect our business and future prospect, is contained in our most recent

regulatory filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”),
including our Form 10–K filed March 15, 2021.
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POAI’S
MISSION IS
TO
ELIMINATE
CANCER

• By applying Artificial Intelligence to our
150,000 cancer tumors collection
(categorized by patient type) and drug
compounds, we can determine optimal
therapies to eliminate cancer.
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Who We Are – A n AI-Driven Oncology and
Drug Discovery Company

SOLUBLE BIOTECH™

HELOMICS™
A PREDICTIVE ONCOLOGY COMPANY

The utilization of next-generation AI and
data-driven services yield:
▪ Accelerated development and discovery
of innovative precision oncology
medicine therapies
➢ PeDAL™ - Patient-centric Discovery
by Active Learning
➢ CoRE™ Active Learning for
constructive drug response models
➢ Historical knowledge base comprised
of 150,000 de-identified patient drug
response profiles

A PREDICTIVE ONCOLOGY COMPANY

Focused on simulation of tumor growth in
the patient’s body to replicate in the
laboratory:
• Build platform merging Helomics' and
other proprietary technologies

➢ Used to fuel unique and more
clinically-actionable data

A PREDICTIVE ONCOLOGY COMPANY

Unique technology designed to rapidly
optimize pharmaceutical formulations :
• A necessity in protein-based
therapeutics for cancer targets or any
chronic infectious diseases
• Services include protein expression,
purification and degradation

➢ Launch e-product lines and
services to tag, capture, identify,
culture and screen cancer cells
and cancer colonies
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Helomics
P R E D IC TIV E O N C O LO G Y (N A S D A Q : P OA I)
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The Need
The long and costly process of new drug
development has an inherently high failure
rate
• Poor decision-making in early discovery
leads to clinical misinterpretation

• Little emphasis is placed on the patient
prior to clinical trials
• Many drugs fail because of lack of
efficacy/ toxicity when they reach the
patient
• Patients do not get the therapies they
need
www.predictive-oncology.com

Early Drug Discovery Process
6 years and 33% of the overall cost ($2.4B) to develop a new
drug
Lead Discovery

Lead
Optimization

Preclinical
Testing
IND Filing

The Opportunity
Use Artificial Intelligence (AI) to:
Improve accuracy, predictability and speed of
biopharma R&D
•

•
•

Reduce time and increase probability across
the drug development process
Increase accuracy of efficacy and safety of
drugs
Improve diversity and predictability of drug
portfolio
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AI in Drug Discovery market by the numbers
•
$700M (2018)
•
$20B (2025) – 30X growth

•
•

Most major biopharma companies pursuing AI solutions
Biopharmas securing numerous, multi-million dollar
agreements with AI-Drug Discovery companies

The Solution
Helomics’ novel Artificial Intelligence and
150,000 unique data and tumor cell assays
brings the patient into the heart of drug
discovery
•

Fosters earlier, better-informed decisionmaking

•

Improves clinical translation opportunities

•

Saves (up to 80%) cost and time

•

Provides cancer patients with appropriate
therapies
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Lead Discovery

Lead
Optimization

Preclinical
testing
IND filing

The Helomics “Patient–centric Drug Discovery by
Active Learning (PeDAL™)” platform delivers an
AI-driven model charting cancer patient’s
biological make-up to early-phase discovery
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Originally established at
Carnegie Mellon Univ ersity
for machine learning,
Helomics ow ns CoRE™, a
computational drugdiscov ery platform that
predicts the main effects of
drugs on target molecules

Ongoing collaborative study with
UPM C Magee Women's hospital
and validated Helomics AI
capabilities.

that mediate disease. The
result is a dramatic
reduction in the time, cost
and financial risk associated
w ith the discov ery of new

therapeutic drugs.
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Helomics has:
• 150,000+ tumor database
• Live tumor platform
• CLIA lab
• Access to patient outcomes
• Proven AI
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The Helomics “Patient–
centric Drug Discov ery by
Activ e Learning (PeDAL™)”
platform deliv ers an AIdriv en model charting
cancer patient’s biology
to early discov ery.
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Helomics’
Competitive
Advantages

TumorGenesis
P R E D IC TIV E O N C O LO G Y (N A S D A Q : P OA I)
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The Need
The cancer cell research market demands
reliable, validated, cancer culture media and
support matrices with the added benefit of
preserving patient-derived samples without
animal hosts
•

Cancer Cell Screening and Early Drug Discovery Process

6-10 years and poor cancer cell models lead to drug failures (of $2.4B)

Inadequate laboratory cell culture techniques
and improper use of media and matrices lead to
misinterpretation of research findings potentially impacting the patient or
downstream clinical trials

•

Many drugs fail because they lack reliable and
validated lab methods for cancer cell culturing
which translates to poor patient outcomes

•

Misunderstanding of how cancer cell colonies
exist outside of the patient
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Cancer Cell
Culturing

Drug
Combination
Screening

Drug Selection
for Pre-IND
Testing

The Opportunity
Develop a system where cancer cells can be “fooled”
into behaving as if they were still in the body
Deceiving cancer cells . . .
TumorGenesis created novel media used in ovarian
cancer samples:
•

Holds DNA/RNA and proteomic signatures to 95% of what the
original tumor expresses

•

Media retains the morphology structure that forms as
cancers grow

➢
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Outcome: TumorGenesis media "fools" cancer cells to
grow in vivo when in an ex-vivo environment.

The Solution
Collaboration with Helomics AI
to produce precision medicine
therapies:
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•

Compiling a “Living Library” of new tumors beyond
the Helomics 150,000+ tumor database

•

Development of preclinical and clinical oncology
outcomes and methods

•

Building media, matrices, discovery kits and services
for better cancer cell models leading to increased
preclinical and clinical success.
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Research and dev elopment
arm of Helomics, spanning
multiple cancer types and

Decreases time and cost
associated w ith patient
drug screenings, an

utilizing other innov ativ e
applications

expanding billion-dollar
opportunity
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Links POAI patientderiv ed tumors to patient
therapies formulated
through applied AI and
Helomics data

Improv es accuracy and
reliability of grow ing
patient deriv ed tumors w ith
unique media w hich mimics
cancer cells to grow in the
laboratory in an ex-v ivo
env ironment
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TumorGenesis’
Competitive
Advantages

Soluble Biotech
P R E D IC TIV E O N C O LO G Y (N A S D A Q : P OA I)
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The Need
Pharma needs a rapid method to experimentally evaluate
solubility/stability- enhancing additives for protein and peptide
therapeutics:
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•

These additives improve the bioavailability, solubility and stability
of the protein or peptide therapeutics being used in cancer drug
discovery, as well as any chronic or infectious diseases

•

Protein and peptide therapeutics (i.e. vaccines, antibodies, etc.)
require combinations of different additives that surround the
active pharmaceuticals

The Opportunity
Provide several top formulations to significantly improve
protein/peptide therapeutic solubility and physical stability results
and at a lower cost through:
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•

Use of our patented, high-throughput self-interaction
chromatography (HSC™) system which measures the effect
of additive formulations on protein solubility

•

Application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to determine new
additive combinations to optimize protein solubility and
stability

•

Experimental validation of top predictions using HSC with
analytical quality control throughout the screening process

The Solution
Decreased costs, time, and manpower required to optimize formulations utilizing
patented HSC technology platform with artificial neural network predictions

•

Use of our proprietary, patented HSC using 1/10th of the
sample amount required by competitors enables costeffective formulation development, in just four months

•

Construction of GMP laboratory provides customers with
formulations that can be leveraged in clinical trials
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Patented HSC system
(combined w ith AI) enables
rapid dev elopment of

Proprietary state-of-the-art
equipment to ev aluate drug
stability as a result of
temperature, light,
humidity, chemical and
physical stress

formulations for protein and
peptide therapeutics
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Technology to prov ide
solubility, stability and
endotoxin remov al/detection
products to companies and
academic labs

Currently constructing a new
GMP facility that w ill enable
direct use of formulations in
clinical trials
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Soluble
Biotech’s
Competitive
Advantages

Helomics
TumorGenesis
Soluble Biotech
A n AI-Dri ven Oncol ogy and Drug Di scovery
Company
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